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Abstract

The recently introduced class of simultaneous graphical dynamic linear models (SGDLMs) defines
an ability to scale on-line Bayesian analysis and forecasting to higher-dimensional time series. This
paper advances the methodology of SGDLMs, developing and embedding a novel, adaptive method
of simultaneous predictor selection in forward filtering for on-line learning and forecasting. The
advances include developments in Bayesian computation for scalability, and a case study in explor-
ing the resulting potential for improved short-term forecasting of large-scale volatility matrices. A
case study concerns financial forecasting and portfolio optimization with a 400-dimensional series
of daily stock prices. Analysis shows that the SGDLM forecasts volatilities and co-volatilities well,
making it ideally suited to contributing to quantitative investment strategies to improve portfolio
returns. We also identify performance metrics linked to the sequential Bayesian filtering analysis
that turn out to define a leading indicator of increased financial market stresses, comparable to but
leading the standard St. Louis Fed Financial Stress Index (STLFSI) measure. Parallel computation
using GPU implementations substantially advance the ability to fit and use these models.
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1. Introduction

In time series portfolio analysis as in other areas of multivariate dynamic modeling and decision
analysis in econometrics and finance, sparse models and efficient computation are critical to suc-
cessfully scaling analyses to higher dimensional problems. With a focus on forecasting in financial
time series, some of the recent progress with Bayesian sparsity modeling approaches—such as
copula-based dynamic models (e.g. Gruber and Czado 2015), dynamic graphical models (e.g. Car-
valho and West 2007; Wang and West 2009; Quintana et al. 2010; Wang 2010) and sparse factor
models (e.g. West 2003; Yoshida and West 2010; Carvalho et al. 2011)—have been demonstra-
bly useful. Forecasting improvements can be generated by data-relevant and informed sparsity,
coupled with time-varying model parameters and relevant approaches to representing multivariate
stochastic volatility (e.g. Quintana and West 1987; Harvey et al. 1994; Jacquier et al. 2004; Chan
et al. 2005; Chib et al. 2006; Lopes et al. 2012). Such advances can then be expected to aid in
improved characterizations of risk and in outcomes of sequentially revised portfolio decision strate-
gies (e.g. Pitt and Shephard 1999; Aguilar and West 2000; Quintana et al. 2003; Zhou et al. 2014;
Zhao et al. 2016). Examples in the above referenced papers and others in recent times typically
involve series in just a few dimensions, although some show simulations and empirical results in up
to 50 dimensions. For both institutional and personal implementations for quantitative investing
and automated trading, and also in view of regulatory requirements on banks to assess market risk
through value-at-risk or other metrics (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 2004, Paragraph
738), there is increasing interest in scaling methodology to substantially higher dimensions, at least
to hundreds of series.

Recently introduced simultaneous graphical dynamic linear models (SGDLMs: Gruber and West
2016) address scalability. These involve: (i) a sets of decoupled univariate dynamic linear models
(DLMs) for individual series, allowing a range of time-varying parameter models and univariate
volatilities, and for which standard theory and resulting efficient forward filtering/forecasting al-
gorithms apply; (ii) exploitation of a simultaneous equations formulation with sparse graphical
modeling ideas that recouple the series and define rich yet sparse representations of multivariate
stochastic volatility; and (iii) variational Bayes methods combined with importance sampling to
coherently integrate/couple the series for forecasting and decisions. Parallel, GPU-based imple-
mentation enables on-line analysis of increasingly high-dimensional time series.

This paper defines and illustrates methodological advances in SGDLMs addressing core questions
of variable selection underlying the dynamics in structure of large multivariate volatility matri-
ces. We develop and showcase this in a case study in financial forecasting and portfolio op-
timization with a 401-dimensional series of daily S&P 500 stock prices and index over 2003–
2014. The new methodology defines a strategy for sequential, adaptive selection of simultane-
ous/contemporaneous parental predictor series of each index, and its use in the case study high-
lights the utility in Bayesian forecasting and portfolio decisions. The S&P analysis includes bench-
marks of forecast performance as well as portfolio returns and risk metrics, including comparisons
to the standard multivariate Wishart DLM (WDLM) (Prado and West 2010, chap. 10). This is
the appropriate benchmark as it has been a standard model in Bayesian financial time series and
portfolio analysis—in industry and academic research—for years, being quite flexible and trivially
implemented, and remains a mainstay component of many models.
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Section 2 introduces notation of DLMs, and briefly summarizes the key concepts and technical
elements of the SGDLM. The SGDLM requires specification of a set of “parental” time series to use
as contemporaneous predictors of each univariate series in a simultaneous equations formulation;
to address this, Section 3 introduces a novel and practicable selection strategy for the parental
sets. Section 4 discusses several quantitative investment rules based on various portfolio utility
functions of practical interest. Section 5 presents a portfolio manager’s view of managing a 400-
asset portfolio using the SGDLM combined with such rules to drive investment decisions. Some
summary comments appear in Section 6. Supporting technical material on WDLMs and SGDLMs,
together with additional summaries from the case study, appear in the Appendix.

2. Forecasting Models

2.1. Dynamic Linear Models (DLMs)

DLMs (Prado and West 2010; West and Harrison 1997) are fully Bayesian state-space models that
are widely used in forecasting financial time series due to flexibility in model specification, ability
to adapt to changing market dynamics and to incorporate external/intervention information. The
standard univariate DLM combines a normal linear observation equation,

yt = Ftθt + νt, (1)

with a conditionally normal, multivariate linear system equation to govern the state evolutions of
θt from time t to t+ 1,

θt+1 = Gt+1θt + ωt+1. (2)

Here the observation errors νt ∼ N(0, λ−1
t ) follow a normal distribution with precision λt, and the

state innovations Ωt ∼ N(0,Wt) are multivariate normally distributed with covariance Wt. In
financial time series, the necessity of volatility models is well-understood, and standard extensions
of the basic DLM to include the beta-gamma stochastic evolution of the precisions λt are widely
used; see key source and references in West and Harrison (1997, sect. 10.8) and Prado and West
(2010, sect. 4.3). Details applied to the SGDLM are elaborated in the following section. Conjugate
analysis enables fast, on-line learning, so that models are updated dynamically, responding to the
latest market events, while being open to user-intervention at all times.

The widely-used, benchmark multivariate DLMs with dynamic volatility matrices extend the above
univariate model to a vector time series in which the variance matrix of observation errors evolves
according to a multivariate beta-Wishart process. Again theory is standard; see West and Harrison
(1997, sect. 16.4) and Prado and West (2010, chap. 10). We denote this model by WDLM, and
give key summary details below in Appendix A.

2.2. SGDLM

The SGDLM combines univariate DLMs for each series to define a multivariate model, and does
this via contemporaneous regressions of each series on a subset of the other series. This allows
for parsimonious modeling of multivariate dependence for enhanced scalability, and was recently
introduced in Gruber and West (2016). We summarize the essential details here.
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Observation model. Each of the m univariate series yjt, j = 1:m, follows a univariate DLM with
observation equation

yjt = F′jtθjt + νjt = x′jtφjt + y′spt(j),tγjt + νjt, νjt ∼ N(0, 1/λjt), (3)

where:

• The predictor vector Fjt = (xjt,yspt(j),t)
′ consists of pj,φ external predictors xjt to model

the local level of yjt, together with the values of pj,γ contemporaneous series yspt(j),t with
indices in the simultaneous parental set spt(j) ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} \ {j} of size |spt(j)| = pj,γ . The
latter allows for effective modeling of cross-series, time-varying conditional dependencies and
across j this defines a simultaneous equations formulation of multivariate volatility.

• The state vector θjt = (φjt,γjt)
′ is partitioned accordingly: φjt is the pj,φ-regression vector

of xjt and γjt that for the pj,γ simultaneous parental coefficients yspt(j),t.

• The precision process λjt allows modeling of residual stochastic volatility patterns over time.

• Conditional on the volatility processes, the zero-mean normal observation errors νjt are inde-
pendent across series j and time t.

Write µt = (µ1t, . . . , µmt)
′, where µjt = x′jtφjt, and Λt = (λ1t, . . . , λmt). Furthermore, write Γt =

(γj=1:m,h=1:m,t) for the matrix that contains the elements of the simultaneous parental coefficients
γjt, with extension to γj,h,t = 0 if h 6∈ spt(j). Conditional on these quantities, the multivariate
series is conditionally normal,

yt ∼ N(Atµt,Σt), (4)

where At = (I − Γt)
−1 and Ωt ≡ Σ−1

t = (I − Γt)
′Λt(I − Γt). The SGDLM allows for modeling

flexibility in that different external predictors xjt can be selected for each series. Furthermore, the
simultaneous parental specification of the volatility matrix Σt allows for sparse models since the
sizes pj,γ of the parental sets spt(j) can be chosen much smaller than m.

The states and precisions evolve according to a standard DLM (Prado and West 2010, chap. 4)
with a linear, Gaussian state evolution for θjt coupled to a discount volatility model for λjt, en-
abling closed-form computations for sequential filtering and forecasting. Full specification involves
cumulated information summarized in conditionally conjugate distributions, as follows.

Priors at time t. Independently across series, the prior for the series j state vector and precision is
normal/gamma

(θjt, λjt|Dt−1) ∼ NG(ajt,Rjt, rjt, sj,t−1), j = 1:m. (5)

In this NG notation, θjt|λjt ∼ N(ajt,Rjt/(sj,t−1λjt)) and λjt ∼ G(rjt/2, rjtsj,t−1/2) with shape
rjt/2 > 0, rate rjtsj,t−1/2 > 0 and mean 1/sj,t−1. The implied θjt margin is multivariate T with rjt
degrees of freedom, mode ajt and scale matrix Rjt.

With Θt = [θ1t, . . . ,θmt] and Λt = (λ1t, . . . , λmt) the joint prior across series has density

p(Θt,Λt|Dt−1) =
∏
j=1:m

pjt(θjt, λjt|Dt−1). (6)
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State evolution model. From t− 1 to t, the state evolves conditional on λjt and Dt−1 via

θjt = Gjtθj,t−1 + ωjt, ωjt ∼ N(0,Wjt/(sj,t−1λjt)), (7)

based on evolution matrices Gjt and innovations ωjt having conditional variance matrices Wjt

scaled by sj,t−1λjt. Conditional on the model states, volatility processes, evolution transition and
variance matrices, the zero-mean observation errors νjt and state innovations ωjt are independent
and mutually independent across series j and over time t. The Wjt matrices are specified using
discount factors (West and Harrison 1997, chap. 6) as detailed further below.

Forecasts at time t. The one-step ahead predictive distributions are efficiently evaluated by simula-
tion. Draw from the set of m independent normal/gamma priors of eqn. (5) to define a simulation
sample {Θr

t ,Λ
r
t}, where r = 1:R indexes Monte Carlo samples for prediction. Each sample de-

fines Monte Carlo values of one-step forecast moments Ar
tµ

r
t ,Σ

r
t , which can be used to simulate

from the predictive distribution of yt using the conditionally normal form of eqn. (4). Step-ahead
forecasting more than one period is similarly easily done via simulation.

Recoupling the posterior at time t. The exact posterior is

p(Θt,Λt|Dt) ∝ |I− Γt|
∏
j=1:m

p̃jt(θjt, λjt|Dt), (8)

where each p̃jt(θjt, λjt|Dt) factor is of a normal/gamma form NG(m̃jt, C̃jt, ñjt, s̃jt) that arises
from standard analytic updating of each series individually. The parameters are obtained as m̃jt =

ajt + Ajtejt, C̃jt = (Rjt −AjtA
′
jtqjt)zjt, ñjt = rjt + 1 and s̃jt = zjtsj,t−1, after first computing the

forecast error ejt = yjt−F′jtajt, forecast variance factor qjt = sj,t−1+F′jtRjtFjt, adaptive coefficient
vector Ajt = RjtFjt/qjt and volatility update factor zjt = (rjt + e2

jt/qjt)/(rjt + 1). The determinant
term appearing in the exact posterior above theoretically recouples the prior-independent states to
account for between-series dependence effects. Gruber and West (2016) show the efficacy of im-
portance sampling to evaluate characteristics of the exact posterior of eqn. (8). Samples from the
independent normal/gammas p̃jt are importance-weighted by the resulting values of the determi-
nant term |I− Γt| to define the Monte Carlo approximation to the full joint posterior.

Decoupling for evolution to time t + 1. To enable independent parallel processing of prior evo-
lutions across series j, the exact posterior is decoupled into a product of conjugate forms across
the series j = 1:m. This uses a standard mean-field variational Bayes (VB) approach (e.g., West
and Harrison 1997, sect. 12.3; Jaakkola and Jordan 2000) that emulates the exact posterior by a
product of normal/gammas

q(Θt,Λt|Dt) =
∏
j=1:m

qjt(θjt, λjt|Dt) with (θjt, λjt|Dt) ∼ NG(mjt,Cjt, njt, sjt), j = 1:m. (9)

The VB strategy selects the parameters in eqn. (9) to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence of
the product form q(·|·) from the exact joint posterior p(·|·). Appendix B gives summary equations.

Evolution to time t + 1. Moving ahead one time point, states and volatilities undergo evolutions.
For each j, the λjt first evolves to λj,t+1 according to the standard gamma/beta stochastic volatility
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model; see, for example, West and Harrison (1997, sect. 10.8), Prado and West (2010, sect. 4.3).
This is based on a series-specific discount factor βj ∈ (0, 1), typically close to 1. Following this, the
state vector θjt evolves to θj,t+1 according to the state evolution of eqn. (7) but with t updated to
t + 1. The specification is such that the evolved priors at time t + 1 maintain the normal/gamma
form, enabling fast, exact analysis; resulting priors are precisely as in eqns. (5,6) with t updated
to t + 1. The parameter evolutions aj,t+1 = Gj,t+1mjt, Rj,t+1 = Gj,t+1CjtG

′
j,t+1 + Wj,t+1 and

rj,t+1 = βjnjt follow standard DLM theory and notation as in the above references.

Model completion requires specification of the G∗ and W∗ matrices. In the case study of Section 5,
each G∗ = I and we use block discounting to specify the W∗ (West and Harrison 1997, sect. 6.3).
For series j, this uses two discount factors: δjφ for the external predictor state vector, and δjγ for the
parental state vector, with values satisfying 0� δ∗ < 1. With Bj,t+1 = Gj,t+1CjtG

′
j,t+1, this defines

Wj,t+1 as a partitioned matrix with upper-left block diagonal Bj,t+1,φ(1/δjφ− 1), lower-right block
diagonal Bj,t+1,γ(1/δjγ − 1), and upper-right (covariance) block Bj,t+1,γφ(1/

√
δjφδjγ − 1).

Computation. Recoupling of the posteriors using importance sampling is the only computationally
demanding step. This is well-suited to GPU-based massive parallelization since the m model simu-
lations are decoupled. As shown in Gruber and West (2016), this makes fully Bayesian, real-time
analysis with m in the hundreds to thousands feasible. On standard 2014 GPU-enabled desktop
machines, one full iteration of evolution/forecasting/updating takes less than 10 seconds with
m ≈ 400 and modest dimensional models. The software discussed in that reference is used here.

3. Forward Filtering Selection of Simultaneous Parental Sets

3.1. Perspective

We will typically have |spt(j)| much smaller than m in problems where m is at all large. With
m = 401 in our S&P case study (Section 5), there are many patterns of time-varying dependencies
among stocks, but it is inappropriate to expect real practical value in estimating co-volatilities
from models with more than, say, 20 or so simultaneous predictors. That is, the implied dynamic
graphical model—represented by zeros/non-zeros in Γt and Ωt—will typically be quite sparse.
Collinearities among potential simultaneous parental series will typically mean that many possible
choices of a (smallish) parental set for any one series will yield similar predictions, so working with
one set of selected spt(j) over short time periods is desirable.

The perspective here is critical: we are not interested in formal inference on parental sets, and
such sets will not typically be stable over time or practically identifiable in problems with many
series. Choices of parental sets are only interesting as vehicles to improved forecasts and decisions.
In larger problems, any choice of a set of, say 10 parents for one series for a particular short time
period will be practically indistinguishable from multiple other candidate sets in which some of
the parents are replaced by strongly collinear alternatives. Rather, the perspective is to identify
small parental sets and adaptively revise them over time to capture and characterize the structure
and dynamics of resulting (precision and variance) volatility matrices. Our goals and interests
are forecasting and portfolio decisions, and the dynamic precision matrices drive core aspects of
the overall Bayesian decision analysis. Hence, we define a novel strategy to systematically and
adaptively select/revise the spt(j) over time, applied separately– in parallel– to each series.
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3.2. Forward Filtering Selection: Concept

Standing at a given time t, partition each set spt(j) into three categories: a dynamic “core” group of
simultaneous parents, spcore,t(j); a set of candidate simultaneous parents spup,t(j); and a set of out-
going simultaneous parents spdown,t(j). The core simultaneous parents define the current sparsity
structure of the SGDLM’s and underlie cross-series links in terms of precisions/co-volatilities. The
warm-up groups serve to inform learning on the dynamic posterior distribution of the simultane-
ous regression coefficients γspup,t(j),jt of recently added simultaneous parental series in combination
with the existing simultaneous parents as the full SGDLM is filtered forward. The outgoing group
contains parents that are eliminated from either the warm-up group or core group, and are phased-
out over several time steps by gradually shrinking their coefficients γspdown,t(j),jt to zero.

The dimensions of the three simultaneous parental sets are defined by the modeller. While we
see merit in the use of approaches such as dynamic latent thresholding (e.g. Nakajima and West
2013; Zhou et al. 2014) that set these dimensions autonomously, such approaches are simply not
adaptable to forward filtering and forecasting contexts with higher dimensional series. Computa-
tional issues are a barrier, but – more importantly– the perspective that we care only about useful
predictive models, and not at all about specific parental sets that may be playing roles, indicates
that such approaches are overkill. We focus on a more direct selection strategy that is consistent
with this perspective and that provides an elegant solution to several typical problems of dynamic
model selection. Our Bayesian strategy has a number of practically key features, now noted and
then elaborated in following discussion. Specifically:

• Forward filtering selection requires very little additional computation time, and is substan-
tially better-suited for on-line application than conducting any kind of formal Bayesian model
search at every step t. Methods based on Markov chain, sequential Monte Carlo algorithms
or related stochastic search methods are simply infeasible (technically and) computationally,
as well as philosophically directed towards goals that are not relevant in our contexts.

• The idea of a warm-up period to phase in new simultaneous parents uses data-informed
posterior learning (over several time steps) and eliminates the need for delicate specification
of initial priors of new simultaneous regression coefficients.

• Phasing-in new simultaneous parents from neutral zero-mean initial priors, and phasing out
existing simultaneous parents by gradual shrinkage to zero makes resulting forecasts of mul-
tivariate volatility patterns robust by, in part, inducing “smooth” changes in the structure of
resulting dynamic predictive precision matrices.

3.3. Forward Filtering Selection: Strategy and Implementation

3.3.1. General strategy

At each t, we allow for changes in the “current” parental set for each series. A key part of this is
that candidate simultaneous parents lie in the warm-up sets spup,t(j). The size of each of these sets
is a fixed value ∆t = |spup,t(j)|; this value also determines how many time steps each simultaneous
parent is granted before it will either be included in spcore,t+∆t(j), or be gradually eliminated via
assignment to spdown,t+∆t(j).
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Linking to formal and MCMC-based Bayesian variable selection, note that MCMC sampling con-
sists of repeated performance of a proposal step and an acceptance/rejection step for candidate
variables to include or exclude. Our forward filtering selection builds on this underlying MCMC
concept, adapting it to the forward/sequential analysis with our explicit decision focus. The first
modification is that forward filtering selection uses only one proposal at each time point t, while
MCMC sampling generates as many proposals as there are MCMC iterations. In our parental se-
lection selection, the decision to accept or reject the time t proposal is delayed to time t + ∆t, at
which point the proposed additional parents have been tentatively included in the spup,t:t+∆t(j),
j ∈ {1:m}, since time t. By separating proposal generation from the acceptance decision, posterior
information from joint updates of the regression coefficients of the proposed and existing simulta-
neous parents can be factored into the decision, and the choice of initial priors for newly added
simultaneous parents becomes mostly irrelevant. Then, the acceptance rule is different from the
typical Metropolis–Hastings acceptance probability, as the goal is to select between two alternatives
and not to estimate posterior probabilities of every possible model specification.

3.3.2. Strategy: Adding new simultaneous parents

Our new strategy adaptively revises simultaneous parental sets based on a parallel analysis of the
data using a standard WDLM. While this standard analysis is limited in terms of scalability and
in its potential to predict changes in multivariate volatility patterns, it is able to track and adapt
to such changes, so providing an obvious “proposal” model for generating insights into parental
structure. The simple conjugate/analytic sequential analysis of the WDLM tracks and estimates the
m×m time-varying precision matrix Ωt without constraints. Inference on Ωt allows interrogation
of resulting posterior Wishart distributions as they evolve over time. At any time t, off-diagonal
elements in row j define conditional regression coefficients of all m − 1 series i 6= j in predicting
yjt. Larger absolute values of the precision elements in row j thus suggest candidates for inclusion
in the parental set spt(j). In our case study, we consider series k 6= j for inclusion in spt(j) if the
absolute value of the (j, k) precision element is among the largest nmax = 10 values in row j. Each
such series k not already in the warm-up or core parental sets becomes a candidate in the warm-up
set; i.e., each series k among these “top” nmax is added to spup,t(j) if k 6∈ spup,t−1(j) ∪ spcore,t−1(j).

This inclusion of series k as a “candidate” parent of series j involves specifying prior (at the current
time t) information for the corresponding coefficient γkjt; we take this as having zero mean and a
specified variance. Once the candidate parental series is embedded in the model, posterior informa-
tion on its contribution and relevance is generated during the regular evolution and updates over
times t + 1, . . . , t + ∆t. After this learning period, the candidate parent is promoted into the core
set spcore,t+∆t(j). If this addition grows the core set beyond its target size, the additional as well as
incumbent parental series are reviewed to drop (or “retire”) one or more parents, as follows.

3.3.3. Strategy: Dropping simultaneous parents

At each time t and for each series j, simultaneous parents are retired from spcore,t(j) if this set
exceeds its target size through the addition of a new parents. This process involves two steps:
the selection of the series that will be dropped, and then the phasing out of the selected series.
We target series k for dropping based on inference on current values of parental coefficients γkjt,
using standardized posterior values (a.k.a. signal-to-noise ratios) SNRkjt = akjt/Rkkjt. Parental
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predictors with small values of these ratios are candidates for the retirement, i.e., for inclusion in
the phase-out set spdown,t(j). Elimination of regression effects with small signal-to-noise ratios is
conducive to improving forecast performance and reliability.

The simultaneous coefficients γspdown,t(j),jt of outgoing parents in spdown,t(j) are gradually shrunk
to zero over the next ∆t time steps. Shrinkage is implemented as prior intervention through the
state evolution matrices Gjt by appropriately scaling the corresponding diagonal entries as

Gkj,t0+l = 1− {(∆t+ 1)− l}−1 for l = 1:∆t, (10)

relative to that time t0 at which series k was added to spdown,t0(j). The sequential shrinkage
in eqn. (10) results in stochastic reduction of the role of series k to zero in ∆t steps. Shrinkage over
several time steps allows for the roles of other simultaneous parents to adjust, and makes forecasts
of the precision and covariance matrices of yt more robust via the resulting “smooth” transitions of
parental predictors included/excluded.

4. Bayesian Portfolio Analysis

Section 5 involves assessments of a range of dynamically optimized and updated portfolios based on
Bayesian decision analysis under several portfolio utility functions (Markowitz 1952, 1959; Aguilar
and West 2000; Carvalho and West 2007; Quintana et al. 2003, 2010; Prado and West 2010, sect.
10.4.7). We explore portfolio utilities that represent currently topical and relevant approaches in
modern quantitative investment management, all being extensions of traditional penalized mean-
variance decision rules. The analysis models daily log-returns on stocks and sequentially updates
the portfolio allocation across these stocks via Bayesian decision analysis using chosen portfolio
utility functions. Mean-variance optimization aims to control risk while aiming for positive returns,
and modified utilities overlay additional, practically relevant constraints. In addition to specific tar-
get return portfolios, we consider utility functions that incorporate a benchmark index and require
that optimized portfolios be, in expectation, uncorrelated with the benchmark in addition to target
return and risk components.

Our models are applied to the vector of daily log-returns yt. In all models, the mean and variance
matrix of the one-step ahead forecast distribution p(yt|Dt−1) are key ingredients. Denote these
by pt = E(yt|Dt−1) and Pt = V (yt|Dt−1). In the SGDLM, these are computed via Monte Carlo
simulation. A portfolio weight vector wt = (w1,t, . . . , wm,t)

′ defines the allocation of capital across
the m assets. The decision is to choose wt at market close on day t − 1, and then act on that
reallocation; on day t, the new closing prices are realized and the process repeats on the following
day. Based on the forecast distribution of log-returns, the implied one-step ahead forecast mean
and variance of the portfolio for any specific weight vector wt are w′tpt and w′tPtwt, respectively.

Minimum variance portfolio. The standard or baseline minimum variance portfolio chooses wt

as that vector minimizing the expected portfolio variance wtPtwt subject to 1′wt = 1. The optimal
weight vector is trivially computed. More practically relevant portfolio strategies overlay additional
constraints, as follows.

Target return mean-variance portfolio. The original (Markowitz 1952, 1959) mean-variance
portfolio rule minimizes the risk—again in terms of portfolio variance—for a given, desired target
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return τt. The relevant decision analysis simply modifies the minimum variance portfolio optimiza-
tion by adding the constraint w′tpt ≥ τt, or its practical equivalent w′tpt = τt. Note that the targets
τt can vary over time, and be chosen adaptively by either direct specification or an automated rule.

Benchmark-neutral portfolio. This refinement mandates that the portfolio be uncorrelated, in
expectation, at each step with a selected benchmark time series. To implement this, joint 1-step
ahead forecast distributions are required for the assets of interest together with the benchmark
series. With no loss of generality, we do this by taking the selected benchmark series as j = 1. The
relevant decision analysis then simply modifies the portfolio optimization rules above by adding the
constraints w1t = 0 and w′tP·1t = 0, where P·1t is the first column of Pt containing the covariances
of all series with the benchmark.

5. Case Study: S&P 500 Company Stocks

5.1. Context and Data

We use data on the S&P 500 stock market index (SPX) and 400 S&P 500 member stocks that have
been continuously listed since 2002. The full data set covers the years 2002 through Q3-2013.
We are interested in– among other things– comparisons using benchmark neutral portfolios, and
take SPX as the benchmark; our models are thus for the m = 401-dimensional vector of returns
comprising SPX as the first entry, followed by the 400 stocks. For each series j, daily log-returns
are yjt = log(pricejt/pricej,t−1) using the daily closing prices. For clarity, as the SPX series is of
particular interest as a benchmark, we label the first return series accordingly: ySPX,t ≡ y1t.

Our comparative analyses assume that there are no bid-ask spreads, and that trading costs are in
the amount of 10 basis points of the traded volume. We assume that all trades can be executed at
the daily closing price and that short-selling is possible. Our calculations of annualized returns and
volatilities assume that a year consists of 252 trading days.

5.2. Forecast Model Specifications

We study analysis of several variants of the SGDLM of Section 2, based on different choices of
exogenous predictors and discount factors. Table 1 provides a full summary of the models used.
Each SGDLM has fixed, core parental set sizes |pa(j)| = 20 for each series j, and the adaptive
parental strategy is based on ∆t = 10.

Dynamic linear model forms. The simplest DLM form is the local-level model with

Fjt = Ft = 1 (11)

for all j = 1:m and t. A first extension of the base model adds the average forecast error of the last
5 days as a predictor,

Fjt = (1, xjt)
′ with xjt = 0.2

∑
k=1:5

(yj,t−k − fj,t−k) (12)

where fjt is the one-step ahead point forecast for yjt, namely the mean of the forecast distribution
computed at time t−1. Note that this form already uses individual predictors for each series, which
is not possible in the standard WDLM.
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Model Predictors βj δjφ δjγ `2003:2013 MAD2003:2013

M1 eqn. (11) 0.95 0.995 0.995 −661.6 1.399× 10−2

M2 eqn. (11) 0.95 0.995 0.996 −655.8 1.401× 10−2

M3 eqn. (11) 0.95 0.995 0.997 −650.4 1.408× 10−2

M4 eqn. (11) 0.95 0.995 0.998 −646.1 1.397× 10−2

M5 eqn. (11) 0.95 0.995 0.999 −642.6 1.398× 10−2

MA1 eqn. (12) 0.95 0.995 0.995 −662.3 1.402× 10−2

MA2 eqn. (12) 0.95 0.995 0.996 −656.6 1.404× 10−2

MA3 eqn. (12) 0.95 0.995 0.997 −652.4 1.491× 10−2

MA4 eqn. (12) 0.95 0.995 0.998 −647.4 1.402× 10−2

MA5 eqn. (12) 0.95 0.995 0.999 −644.3 1.410× 10−2

Table 1: List of SGDLMs in case study: Predictors column indicates the model equation; β∗, δ∗ are values of model
discount factors; l∗ gives values of overall predictive log-likelihoods from the data analyses over 2003–2013; MAD∗

gives corresponding mean absolute deviations of one-step ahead point forecast errors averaged over all 401 series and
across the period.

Discount factors. Values of discount factors close to 1 imply more stable trajectories of the stochas-
tic variances (controlled by βj) and dynamic state parameters (controlled by the δ∗). Based on past
experience with earlier models (in foreign exchange rates, stock and commodity studies; see earlier
noted references) values of βj around 0.93 − 0.97 are anticipated to be required to reflect resid-
ual volatilities, while higher values of the δ∗ parameters should be relevant in reflecting smaller
stochastic changes in the dynamic state parameters in our models with several parents for each
series. Preliminary evaluation of predictive performance of our SGDLMs across a range of discount
values support this view, and a selection of summaries are reported here. Based on this prelim-
inary evaluation, we select βj = 0.95 for all j for the examples here. One aspect of this is that
the resulting SGDLMs yield volatility predictions similar to the raw 30-day historical volatilities;
see one example– for the returns on stocks of company 3M– in Figure 1. The predicted volatility
reacts instantaneously to market gyrations as can be seen by the volatility spikes on individual days
during the most intense phase of the financial crisis.

The discount factor for the dynamic regression coefficients φjt is taken as δjφ = 0.995 for the cur-
rent examples. One aspect of this is that the resulting local trend forecasts are similar to the 200-
day tracking moving average of returns, but show more responsiveness in times of more dramatic
change during the financial crisis; see Figure 2. Finally, discount factors δjγ for parental coefficients
are assessed across values δjγ ∈ {0.995, 0.996, 0.997, 0.998, 0.999}. In evaluating the discount fac-
tors, we balance a quantitative assessment of predictive abilities through predictive log-likelihoods
and mean absolute deviation (MAD) with a qualitative assessment of desirable characteristics, and
on how they impact on portfolio performance.

The predictive log-likelihoods (logs of model marginal likelihoods computed as the product of 1-
step ahead forecast densities over time) increase with higher values of δjγ , while raw point forecast
accuracy as measured by MAD favours δjγ = 0.997 over higher and lower values; see Table 1.
Visual inspection of the time evolution of the dynamic regression coefficients for the simultaneous
parents shows that, as expected, higher discount values rapidly constrain adaptivity in the parental
coefficients and reduce the responsiveness of the model in times of more dramatic change; see
Figure 3. As a result, we recommend models with δjγ in the 0.995− 0.997 range for practical use.
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Figure 1: Volatility of stock returns of company 3M (j = 245): observed 5-day and 30-day tracking volatilities (gray and
black, respectively) together with the predicted volatility (blue) under model M1 of Table 1.
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Figure 2: Daily log-returns (gray) of company 3M, together with the observed 200-day trend line (black) and the
predicted trend (blue) from model M1 of Table 1.
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Figure 3: Time trajectories of the on-line posterior means of dynamic parental regression coefficients in models for 3M,
using discount factors δjγ ∈ {0.995, 0.997, 0.999} (models M1, M3, M5, respectively).
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5.3. Aspects of the Simultaneous Parental Structure

Adaptive selection and evolution of parental sets of Section 3 uses the m = 401-dimensional local-
level WDLM with state discount factor of 0.95 and multivariate volatility discount factor of 0.8.
The latter induces a higher level responsiveness to changing covariance patterns, so engendering
adaptability in the generation of candidates for addition to parental sets.

The SGDLM discount factor δjγ plays a key role in impacting the “turnover rate” in the simultaneous
parental sets using the adaptive strategy; it directly influences the signal-to-noise ratio of dynamic
regression coefficients of the incumbent simultaneous parents spcore,t(j) and those of the proposed
simultaneous parents in the warm-up set spup,t(j). Recall that a candidate simultaneous parent is
accepted, if, after ∆t steps, its signal-to-noise ratio is greater than the smallest of any simultaneous
parent in the core set spcore,t(j): a smaller δjγ decreases the signal-to-noise ratios of parents in the
core set. Collective changes in the core sets of parents over time offer insight into model selection
dynamics; see Figure 4. This exemplifies the role of δjγ that, when taking higher values, promotes
lower levels of adaptation; see, in particular, the lower frame of the figure over the last few years,
where the adaptation of parents decreases dramatically. To maintain responsiveness in this aspect
of model specification, lower values of this discount factor, in the range 0.995 − 0.997 as in the
upper two frames in the figure, are recommended. Some more detailed visuals reflecting the time-
evolution of the parental set of 3M appear in Figures C.8 and C.9 display of Appendix C.

Cross-sector relationships. To further explore the behaviour of the dynamic parental set selec-
tion strategy in this study, we consider the industrial sector relationships. Each of the S&P stocks is
classified into one of 9 industry sectors: basic materials, communications, consumer (cyclical), con-
sumer (non-cyclical), energy, financial, industrial, technology, utilities. Table 2 lists the distribution
of the 400 stocks across sectors.

We are now interested in structural links across industry sectors identified by our dynamic selection
strategy. It appears intuitive to expect that the simultaneous parents spt(j) of series j will tend to
be enriched in stocks from the same sector as series j, while having representatives of a few other
sectors of systematic importance to the main businesses of series j. The fate of the energy sector, for
example, naturally depends on the well-being of the industrial sector that represents major energy
consumers. Using model M1, we summarize such cross-sector connections in Table 3; the values
shown are deviations from a uniform distribution across all 400 candidate series.

We see that increased simultaneous parental links between stocks from the same industry sector
appear only in the basic materials and utilities sectors; substantially smaller within-sector repre-
sentations arise in the communications and technology sectors. Generally, these examples define
two dominating sectors as well as two under-represented sectors: basic materials and utilities are
much more strongly represented across all series, while communications and technology sectors
are significantly under represented. Of other sectors, non-cyclicals, industrials and financials are
slightly under-represented, and the rest are mixed. The strong deviation from a uniform distribu-
tion of parents across sectors provides reason to conclude that the observed sectorial clusters reflect
structural links between the corresponding sectors in the real economy. That said, the single most
heavily over-represented series of all m = 401 is the S&P 500, which is rather unsurprising, as all
series are member stocks of that index and underlie some shared market dynamics.
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Figure 4: Time trajectories of the fractional changes in the core simultaneous parental sets across all j = 1:401 series for
discount factors δjγ ∈ {0.995, 0.997, 0.999} (models M1, M3, M5, respectively). Thus, for example, a level of about 0.1
at any time t indicates that about 40 of the 401 series had a change in core simultaneous parents at that time.
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Sector # Member Series Frequency
Basic Materials 20 5.00%
Communications 28 7.00%
Consumer (cyclical) 59 14.75%
Consumer (non-cyclical) 73 18.25%
Energy 41 10.25%
Financial 67 16.75%
Industrial 56 14.00%
Technology 35 8.75%
Utilities 21 5.25%

Table 2: Distribution of the 400 S&P member stocks across industry sectors.
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B. Materials +62% −21% −19% −9% +2% +1% −5% +15% +39% +55%

Comms. −7% −23% +18% −1% +4% 0% +1% −19% +4% +118%

Cyclicals −13% +4% +5% −5% −9% +1% +15% −13% +1% +104%

Non-cyclicals +3% +9% −3% −2% −3% +3% +4% −17% +3% +220%

Energy +13% +7% +9% +1% +2% −10% −17% +2% +16% +138%

Financial +12% −5% −3% +7% −4% +5% −2% −8% −14% +137%

Industrial −3% −10% +11% +7% −13% +2% −5% −1% −9% +111%

Technology +9% −10% −7% −4% +16% +5% −4% −13% +14% +210%

Utilities +22% −23% −4% −3% +12% −13% +2% −10% +54% +200%

S&P 500 −100% +84% −6% +25% +41% −23% −79% +28% −75% n/a

Table 3: Relative deviations of industry clusters indicated by the selected simultaneous parents in the core sets from a
uniform distribution over all 400 candidate series. Results are from model M1 of Table 1.
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5.4. Entropy as a Measure of Market Stress

The St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank Financial Stress Index (STLFSI) was created in early 2010 to
measure financial stress in the market by a weighted average of 18 weekly data series; the weights
of each index are determined by principal components analysis; see the appendix in Kliesen and
Smith (2010). Seven of these series are on interest rates, six are on yield spreads, and five are
on other indicators. The index is designed to have an average value of 0, with positive readings
indicating above-average stress, and negative readings indicating below-average stress. A new
index reading is published each week (Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 2014).

We have found that one purely statistical measure arising from our SGDLM analysis of the S&P data
has a surprisingly strong relationship to the STLFSI. Our measure is simply the optimized entropy
measure emerging from our importance sampling/variational Bayes (VB) analysis– i.e., at each time
t, the minimum value of the KL divergence in the decouple step of the SGDLM analysis. Scaling and
inverting this direct entropy measure to map to the STLFSI scale, we know that the transformed
measure will be low when the posterior VB approximation is very accurate, and will increase when
the approximation breaks down. The overlaid plots in Figure 5 show a strong concordance with the
econometrically derived STLFSI. We therefore suggest a purely observational interpretation of our
entropy metric as a measure of stock market stress. We observe a few interesting features in the
figure. First, after the peak in fall 2008, stress in the stock market fell substantially more rapidly
than stress in the broader financial markets. Second, overall financial market stress levels diverged
from stock market stress levels around June 2010 and through the Eurozone crisis period. After
that until the end of 2014, the two stress areas come together at lower, more stable levels.
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Figure 5: STLFSI index (black), and scaled and translated entropy under model M1 (blue).

The relationship between our SGDLM entropy and the STLFSI financial is remarkable. Our measure
is based solely on statistical analysis of the set of S&P series; the S&P 500 index is only one of
18 series affecting the STLFSI, and the majority of the other indices used are not directly linked
to the stock market. Kliesen and Smith (2010) find that weekly updates of the STLFSI provide
improvements over the monthly updates of another traditional stress index, that of the Kansas
City Federal Reserve Bank. One rationale is the high pace at which significant developments in
financial markets impact the global economy. We therefore suggest that a focus on daily updates
can be expected to improve information flows further, and note that our entropy metric is updated
on a daily basis in this case study. Further inspection shows that it does in fact lead both the
Kansas City Fed and St. Louis Fed indices. Thus, in addition to defining a key monitor on the
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SGDLM model adequacy– with an ability to signal the need for potential interventions at times of
increased change– the new entropy metric has the clear potential to add to the understanding of
market dynamics in terms of global risk measures, providing daily updates that may be of use and
importance to all market participants– consumers, investors, and regulators alike.

5.5. Portfolio Comparisons

Using the portfolios defined in Section 4, we analyze the optimization-based investment strategies
summarized in Table 4. This pairs each of the 10 SGDLMs in Table 1 with each of the 6 quantitative
investment strategies. For baselines, we include the S&P 500 index itself, along with a simple
equally-weighted portfolio. We conduct our investment study as follows: (i) at market close on day
t − 1, update the model distributions based on the observation yt−1; (ii) compute or simulate the
1-step ahead forecast distribution for yt; solve the portfolio optimization and adjust the portfolio
investment weight vector wt to the new, optimized value; (iii) move to time t, observe and record
the realized returns, and continue with t → t + 1. In addition to exploring the set of SGDLMs, we
add comparison with the standard WDLM using a local level forecasting component for each series.
A set of 5 WDLMs, labeled W1-W5, differ only in the values of the discount factors used for this
standard benchmark model. Each uses a Wishart volatility matrix discount factor of 0.95, while
they differ in the local local discount factor which takes values 0.995,0.996,0.997,0.998,0.999 in
moving from W1 to W5, respectively.

Strategy Description
SPX passive investment in the S&P 500
P0 equal weights
P1* minimum variance
P2* target return τt = 10%/252

P3* target return τt = 15%/252

P4* SPX neutral, minimum variance
P5* SPX neutral, target return τt = 10%/252

P6* SPX neutral, target return τt = 15%/252

Table 4: Portfolio investment strategies compared in S&P study.

Our investment rules P1*-P6* extend the pure minimum variance rules (potentially including target
return and benchmark-neutral constraints) with a dynamic churn reduction mechanism: whenever
the expected gain of updating the portfolio weights wt to the time t + 1 weights indicated by the
optimization rule, w0

t+1, does not outweigh the trading cost of that update, the portfolio weights
are only updated to the extent that the expected gain from updating to wt+1 = λwt + (1− λ)w0

t+1,
µ′t+1(wt+1 −wt) equals the trading cost c|wt+1 −wt|.

The annualized portfolio Sharpe ratios of the investment strategies in Table 4 are summarized in
Table 5; the portfolio returns and volatilities are listed in Tables C.6 and C.7 of Appendix C. All
portfolios and models provide a better risk:return profile than a passive investment in the S&P 500
index. In fact, all dynamic minimum variance portfolios (P1*-P6*) yield at least twice the return
for every unit volatility than the S&P 500. The local level models M1-M5 perform best with lower
discount factors δjγ ∈ {0.995, 0.996}; furthermore, model M1 is the only one whose portfolios show
better return vs. volatility characteristics as the target returns are raised! Based on models MA1-
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Model SPX P0 P1* P2* P3* P4* P5* P6*
0.31 0.41

M1 0.71 0.79 0.86 0.71 0.76 0.84
M2 0.82 0.87 0.86 0.81 0.87 0.88
M3 0.63 0.62 0.69 0.60 0.62 0.69
M4 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.70 0.69 0.69
M5 0.73 0.74 0.72 0.68 0.68 0.67

MA1 0.72 0.71 0.69 0.71 0.74 0.73
MA2 0.77 0.74 0.70 0.76 0.72 0.68
MA3 0.80 0.76 0.68 0.78 0.72 0.68
MA4 0.83 0.78 0.75 0.83 0.78 0.75
MA5 0.88 0.86 0.69 0.91 0.88 0.77
W1 0.06 -0.01 -0.11 0.10 0.01 -0.09
W2 0.06 -0.00 -0.10 0.09 0.02 -0.08
W3 0.05 0.01 -0.08 0.09 0.03 -0.06
W4 0.05 0.04 -0.03 0.08 0.05 -0.01
W5 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.05

Table 5: Sharpe ratios of portfolios SPX, P0, P1*-P6* based on forecasts from models M1-M5, MA1-MA5, and W1-W5
from 2003–2013.

MA5, the minimum variance portfolios without a target return perform better for higher discount
factors δjγ; this trend weakens as increasingly ambitious target returns are introduced, which then
lead to declining portfolio performance due to increased risk.

An interesting finding is that the best-performing models in terms of predictive log-likelihoods or
mean absolute deviations (Table 1) are not the best models to use for investment decisions. This
latter point is consistent with experience in other areas of statistical and decision analytic work,
where utility-guided selection of models can lead to different model structures than those favored
on purely statistical metrics (e.g. Jones et al. 2005; Carvalho and West 2007).

Figure 6 graphs trajectories over time of the portfolio value for all portfolio strategies driven by
model M1. Figure 7 shows the same for the corresponding WDLM W1. Under strategy P3*, $1,000
invested at the beginning of 2003 would have grown to $3,862 after accounting for 10bp trading
costs; the range of the final value of investment P3* when based on models M2-M5 is from $2,719
to $3,545. The addition of the SPX benchmark neutrality constraint comes at the cost of a small
decrease of performance, with portfolio values of P6* ranging from $2,721 to $3,830 based on
models M1-M5. None of our portfolios generated annualized portfolio returns over 1% when the
forecasts from our WDLMs W1-W5 were used to derive investment decisions. The best-performing
combination of WDLM and portfolio rule, W1 and P4*, would have grown $1,000 into $1,168 after
accounting for the same 10bp trading costs during our investment horizon from 2003 to 2013. To
put these numbers in perspective: a passive investment in the S&P 500 would have grown into
$1,996 during the same time period. This example shows that the SGDLM vastly out-performs the
standard WDLM as a model for investment decisions, and that its adoption can lead to significant
monetary gains compared to model-free benchmarks such as an equal weights or passive index
investment strategies as well as over WDLM-based investment decisions.
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Figure 6: Trajectory of portfolio value over 2003–2013 based on forecasts from model M1.
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Figure 7: Trajectory of portfolio value over 2003–2013 based on forecasts from model W1.

6. Summary Comments

Our S&P study investigated the multivariate forecast performance of the SGDLM for use in short-
term forecasting and Bayesian portfolio decision analysis. The sparse, dynamic graphical model
structure induced by the dynamic simultaneous parental predictor construct defines a parsimonious
and potentially effective approach to structuring the contemporaneous relations in dynamic models.
That is, the number of time-varying parameters to describe the structure of multivariate volatility
is substantially reduced relative to standard models, which include the class of WDLMs. Data-
respected and informed sparsity patterns, and adaptivity in representing such patterns as they may
change over time, has the potential to improve forecasting accuracy and decisions based on such
forecasts. The S&P study results bear out this potential. The SGDLM modeling approach delivers
substantially improved characterizations of volatility and co-volatility, in terms of forecast accuracy
as well as usability in decision processes. The latter point is clearly highlighted in our portfolio
investment evaluations. Portfolios reliant on model-based forecast information yield consistently
higher nominal and risk-adjusted returns relative to standard approaches, and desired optimization
constraints are more reliably achieved. As just one take-home summary to add to the more detailed
results discussed in the study above, we note that the empirical performance reported here shows
average annualized investment returns of SGDLM-driven quantitative investment rules as high as
12.1% over a eleven year period from January 2003 to September 2013; that is a period during
which the annual gains of the S&P 500 averaged only 6.2% (log-returns normalized to a 252
day year). In parallel, the framework as applied to the set of stock market series has generated
a remarkably interesting metric of stock market risk that, computed as daily markets close, has
potential as a leading indicator risk metric for use by financial and economic communities.
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Appendix A. Wishart DLM (WDLM)

The WDLM variant of the traditional Beta-Bartlett Wishart discounting model (Quintana et al.
2003) is the canonical multivariate extension of the univariate DLM that uses a common set of
predictors across all series, multivariate normal observation errors, and replaces the univariate
model’s conjugate normal/Gamma priors for the states θt and precisions λt with conjugate matrix
normal/inverse Wishart priors for the states Θt and covariances Σt. Full details are in Prado and
West (2010, sect. 10.4.8) whose notation we adopt here.

Model specification. The m-dimensional time series yt := (y1t, . . . , ymt)
′ is modelled via

y′t = F′tΘt + ν ′t, νt ∼ N(0,Σt), (A.1)

Θt = GtΘt−1 + Ωt, Ωt ∼ N(0,Wt,Σt), (A.2)

where: Ft is a p-dimensional predictor vector; the p × m state matrix Θt evolves according to
eqn. (A.2); them×mmatrix Σt is a time-varying volatility matrix; Ωt is a matrix normal innovation;
Gt is a known p × p state transition matrix; and Wt is a known p × p innovation variance matrix.
Each univariate element yjt of yt then follows the model

yjt = F′tθjt + νjt, νjt ∼ N(0, σjjt), (A.3)

θjt = Gtθj,t−1 + ωjt, ωjt ∼ N(0, σjjtWt), (A.4)

where, for each j = 1:m: the state evolution vectors ωjt are the columns of Ωt; the state vectors
θjt are the columns of Θt; and σjjt is the j − th diagonal element of Σt. Non-zero covariances in
Σt induce cross-series dependencies via C(νit, νjt) = σijt and C(ωit,ωjt) = σijtWt for i 6= j.

Key analysis components involve one-step evolution, forecasting and updating, as follows. For each
time t, denote by Dt all available information, here assumed to comprise just the past data with
Dt = {Dt−1,yt}.

Prior at time t. The prior for Θt,Σt given Dt−1 is

(Θt,Σt|Dt−1) ∼ NIW (at,Rt, rt,Bt), (A.5)

a matrix normal, inverse Wishart distribution. Here at is the p×m prior mode of Θt and Rt the p×p
within-column covariance matrix; the conditional prior of Θt|Σt is matrix normal N(at,Rt,Σt).

Parameter rt > 0 is the prior degrees-of-freedom, and Bt is the m×m prior sum-of-squares matrix
of the marginal inverse Wishart prior Σt ∼ IW (rt,Bt); the prior mean of Σt is Bt/(rt − 2).

Forecasts at t. Integration of eqn. (A.1) with respect to p(Θt,Σt|Dt−1) in eqn. (A.5) yields the
multivariate T, one-step forecast distribution yt|Dt−1 ∼ Trt(ft,Qt) with rt degrees of freedom,
mode ft = F′tat and scale matrix Qt = qtBt/rt where qt = 1 + F′tRtFt; the forecast variance matrix
is qtBt/(rt − 2) if rt > 2. This is trivially extended to k−step ahead predictions.

Posterior at t. The posterior of Θt,Σt follows conjugate analysis upon observation of yt,

(Θt,Σt|Dt) ∼ NIW (mt,Ct, nt,Dt), (A.6)
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with updated parameters mt = at + Atet, Ct = Rt −AtA
′
tqt, nt = rt + 1, and Dt = Bt + ete

′
t/qt

based on adaptive coefficient vector At = RtFt/qt and forecast error vector et = yt − ft.

Evolution to time t + 1. In moving ahead to time t + 1, the posterior eqn. (A.6) evolves to the
implied prior of the form of eqn. (A.5) but with index t → t + 1. For the DLM state matrix Θt+1,
this involves the parameters at+1 = Gt+1mt and Rt+1 = Gt+1CtG

′
t+1 + Wt+1. Here we specify

the innovation variance matrices Wt+1 := Gt+1CtG
′
t+1(1/δ − 1) based on a single discount factor

δ ∈ (0, 1), so that Rt+1 = Gt+1CtG
′
t+1/δ. All models used in the case study below (Section 5)

are based on multivariate random walk evolutions for the states: Gt+1 = I, so at+1 = mt and
Rt+1 = Ct/δ; that is, the states vary stochastically over time, but the evolution model does not
anticipate directional variation. For the volatility matrix Σt+1, the variant of the Beta-Bartlett
Wishart volatility model (Prado and West 2010) implies trivially evolved parameters rt+1 = βnt
and Bt+1 = Dt(rt+1 + m − 1)/(nt + m − 1) akin to a random walk evolution of volatilities and
co-volatilities. Here β ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor governing the extent of stochastic changes in
the evolution Σt → Σt+1.

Appendix B. Posterior Parameters from VB Decoupling

In the SGDLM decoupling for evolution in Section 2.2, the parameters of the m decoupled nor-
mal/gamma posteriors of eqn. (9) are computed to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence of
the decoupled product of these normal/gammas from the full joint posterior, based on the impor-
tance sample generated from the latter. This follows West and Harrison (1997, sect. 12.3) and
is an example of recently popularized—and more general—variational Bayes (VB) strategies (e.g.
Jaakkola and Jordan 2000; Wand et al. 2011).

The resulting quantities (mjt,Cjt, njt, sjt) are, for each j = 1:m, given as follows (Gruber and West
2016, Section 3.2):

• mjt = E[λjtθjt]/E[λjt];

• Vjt = E[λjt(θjt −mjt)(θjt −mjt)
′];

• djt = E[λjt(θjt −mjt)
′V−1

jt (θjt −mjt)];

• njt is is trivially calculated numerically as the unique value that satisfies
log(njt + pj − djt)− ψ(njt/2)− (pj − djt)/njt − log(2E[λjt]) + E[log λjt] = 0;

• sjt = (njt + pj − djt)/(njtE[λjt]);

• Cjt = sjtVjt.

The expectations here are evaluated by Monte Carlo based on the full posterior importance sample
generated at the previous posterior recoupling/importance sampling step.
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Appendix C. S&P 500 Case Study: Additional Analyses

Figures C.8 and C.9 display trajectories indicating which series are included as candidate or core
parental predictors of returns on 3M stock over time, highlighting the adaptive model selection
strategy. Tables C.6 and C.7 provide additional numerical summaries of portfolio performance for
all model and portfolio rules evaluated.

delta = 0.995

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Figure C.8: Evolution of simultaneous parental set of series j = 245, 3M, in SGDLM M1. The heat-map represents
inclusion indicators for the subset of 140 series, of the potential 400, that appeared at least once in the warm-up set for
3M. Of these 140 series, 117 became series became simultaneous parent of 3M at one or more time points. Color coding
is as follows: yellow indicates the times of inclusion in the warm-up set, red indicates inclusion in the core parental set,
dark red shows inclusion in the cool-down set prior to exclusion, and white indicates times when series are not included
in any of the three sets. Series are ordered vertically in decending order of total time spent in one or more of the three
parental sets.
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delta = 0.995

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Emerson Electric Co
Intel Corp

KLA-Tencor Corp
Procter & Gamble Co/The
United Technologies Corp

Equifax Inc
Danaher Corp

General Electric Co
Illinois Tool Works Inc

Sysco Corp
Citigroup Inc

Harley-Davidson Inc
Leucadia National Corp

Sigma-Aldrich Corp
Air Products & Chemicals Inc

Apartment Investment & Management Co
Praxair Inc

Chubb Corp/The
PPG Industries Inc

S&P 500
AT&T Inc

AutoZone Inc
Leggett & Platt Inc

Xcel Energy Inc
United Parcel Service Inc

Stryker Corp
Johnson & Johnson

Honeywell International Inc
Weyerhaeuser Co
Coca-Cola Co/The

M&T Bank Corp
Cameron International Corp

Caterpillar Inc
Williams Cos Inc/The

Wisconsin Energy Corp
Newfield Exploration Co

Northern Trust Corp
Ameren Corp

Franklin Resources Inc
PPL Corp

Figure C.9: The first 40 parental series from Figures C.8, i.e., those most active in involvement as candidate or core
parental predictors of 3M. Note a handful of series are involved as core parents for most of the time period, while there
is otherwise substantial warm-up/core/exclusion activity over time within this group: some parents appear only early
on, others later, while others come and go throughout the observation period.
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Model SPX P0 P1* P2* P3* P4* P5* P6*
0.062 0.091

M1 0.106 0.116 0.120 0.108 0.114 0.120
M2 0.117 0.121 0.113 0.119 0.124 0.118
M3 0.092 0.086 0.089 0.089 0.087 0.089
M4 0.101 0.103 0.098 0.107 0.106 0.102
M5 0.110 0.109 0.105 0.101 0.098 0.094

MA1 0.093 0.086 0.082 0.094 0.091 0.088
MA2 0.094 0.085 0.078 0.095 0.085 0.078
MA3 0.096 0.082 0.071 0.096 0.080 0.072
MA4 0.102 0.092 0.088 0.104 0.093 0.089
MA5 0.110 0.101 0.074 0.116 0.103 0.082
W1 0.006 -0.001 -0.012 0.010 0.010 -0.010
W2 0.006 -0.000 -0.011 0.010 0.002 -0.009
W3 0.006 0.001 -0.008 0.009 0.003 -0.006
W4 0.005 0.004 -0.004 0.009 0.006 -0.001
W5 0.005 0.006 0.003 0.008 0.009 0.006

Table C.6: Annualized log-returns of portfolios SPX, P0, P1*-P6* based on forecasts from models M1-M5, MA1-MA5 and
W1-W5 over 2003–2013 after accounting for trading costs.

Model SPX P0 P1* P2* P3* P4* P5* P6*
0.199 0.219

M1 0.150 0.147 0.140 0.153 0.150 0.143
M2 0.142 0.139 0.131 0.147 0.142 0.133
M3 0.146 0.139 0.129 0.149 0.140 0.130
M4 0.149 0.151 0.146 0.152 0.154 0.148
M5 0.152 0.146 0.145 0.148 0.142 0.141

MA1 0.129 0.121 0.118 0.133 0.123 0.120
MA2 0.121 0.115 0.110 0.124 0.118 0.114
MA3 0.120 0.109 0.104 0.123 0.111 0.105
MA4 0.123 0.117 0.117 0.125 0.119 0.119
MA5 0.125 0.117 0.107 0.128 0.117 0.107
W1 0.103 0.103 0.105 0.104 0.105 0.106
W2 0.103 0.103 0.105 0.104 0.105 0.106
W3 0.103 0.103 0.105 0.104 0.105 0.106
W4 0.103 0.103 0.105 0.104 0.104 0.106
W5 0.103 0.103 0.105 0.104 0.104 0.106

Table C.7: Annualized volatilities of portfolios SPX, P0, P1*-P6* based on forecasts from models M1-M5, MA1-MA5 and
W1-W5 over 2003–2013 after accounting for trading costs.
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